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INVESTIGATION OF EROSION IN ANODE LAYER THRUSTER AND ELABORATION
HIGH LIFE DESIGN SCHEME

A.V. Semenkin
Central Research Institute of Machine Building, Kaliningrad (Moscow region),Russia
Abstract

the surface,
j - density of ion flow on the surface.

Lifetime is one of the most significant parameters
determining perspectives of electric thrusters flight
use. As well as in another types of thrusters, the
erosion of discharge chamber walls is the main factor
limiting lifetime of anode layer thrusterls (ALT).
Therefore investigation of this processes is
principally important for development of high
lifetime thrusters. In this article a results of
experimental study erosion processes and
investigation new ALT scheme with low erosion are
presented.

It is obviously, that increasing of the lifetime may
be achieved in the following ways:
- increasing wall thickness;
- decreasing of value "s" by using more lower energy
ions (low discharge voltage) and special resistive wall
materials and proper propellant;
- decreasing of the ion flow on the surfaces of the
discharge chamber walls.
Increasing of wall thickness require modifications
in thruster structure, which, as a rule, can not be
made without deviation of it's parameters.
Significant sputtering mass leads to a possibility of
harmful film deposition on another parts of the
thruster or spacecraft. Propellant and ion energy
(discharge voltage) are determined by required
thruster efficiency and specific impulse. That is why
variation of these parameters can not be widely used
for creation of high lifetime thruster. So that, the
most attractive ways are:
- application of a resistive materials,
- decreasing the part of ion beam impinging the
chamber walls.

Nomenclature
a-

dimension of thruster
discharge chamber

a-

value of erosion

a' -

erosion rate of discharge
chamber walls

1-

discharge chamber length

Vd -

discharge voltage

Id -

discharge current

available for chamber walls

)-

thruster efficiency

materials are the most attractive for application in
high lite time thrusters.

F-

thrust

Isp -

specific impulse

T-

lifetime

j-

ion current density

Carbon materials are the most resistive among
), and so that these

Since possibilities of variation of ion flow on the
walls were not clear, some special investigation had
been carried out to determine the features of erosion
processes and to find a way of it's decreasing (4 .
Investigations of both ALT modifications - singleand double- stage thrusters have shown, that the
laws of erosion are similar in both types of ALT. So
that it is possible to find cut common ways to

Investigation of erosion processes

elaborate high life time thrusters.

Investigations (1) have shown, that a cause of
erosion is sputtering of walls material by accelerated
ions. Using the known law of this process (), erosion
rate "a"' can be expressed as
a' - s x j
s - coefficient depending on ion atomic weight and
energy, wall material, and incidence angle relative to

Fig. 1 shows design scheme of discharge chamber
of experimental models had been used (for
double-stage thruster this is a scheme of second a
second stage - stage of ion acceleration). Erosion rate
"a'"was determined as ratio of screen wear value "a"
to duration of tests "t" in steady state operation mode
a'-a/t.
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Value "a" was determined by means of
measurements in 8 - 12 points proportionally
distributed on the screen surface ring. The duration
of the tests was selected like that value "a" was about
0,5 - 1 mm and accuracy of it's measurement was not
less then 10%.

of discharge chamber is most interesting for creation
high lifetime thruster.
Study of erosion make it possible to calculate
expected value of the lifetime for tested ALT
modifications. For a specific impulse 1500-2000 s the
upper limit of the possible lifetime is 3000-4000 h.
This evaluation does not satisfy to-day and future
requirements so that new ways of design
improvement ought to be found.

Comparison of erosion rates of several materials,
that are often used for manufacturing of the
protective screens, - carbon, stainless steel,
molybdenum - indicated, that the value "a'" changes
in accordance with variations of value "s" for this
materials. A ratio of erosion rate values for carbon
and steel walls is about 5-7. Any influence of wall
materials on the thrust and thruster parameters was
not found. This fact is important, because using
materials with high erosion rate allow to reduce
required time of tests when laws of erosion are
investigated.

Study of high lifetime scheme
As it follows from shown results, for the most
interesting thruster geometry corresponding to
region "B" in Fig. 2, erosion rate trends to decrease
from the exit plane of the thruster to the it's internal
region. Such variation of erosion allows to suppose
decreasing of erosion rate with chamber length "1"
decreasing.

Value "a'" is approximately proportional to
discharge power N, and, consequently, proportional
to discharge voltage and mass flow rate. It allows to
compare experimental results obtained in a different
conditions. Of course,this correlation is valid for the
range of effective operation mode. ALT have high
efficiency when flow rate is more then some lower
limit, due to this reason there is an upper limit of
lifetime which may be achieved with reducing of
mass flow rate.

Some works in similar direction are known for
SPT (6,7) and pulsed thrusters (8)
ALT have significant advantage for improving in
this direction, because, in principal, the walls in
discharge zone are not necessary to organize electric
discharge in this type of the thrusters.
So there is a physicals base of possibility to
modify ALT design scheme up to limit version - with
zero length of discharge chamber (size "1"is zero) - is
called "thruster with external anode layer" (9 ) . In
this version discharge chamber is absent in
traditional sense. To this reason a share of
accelerated ion beam directly impinging elements of
the thruster is strictly decrease, consequently it may
be expected that lifetime of this design scheme does
not depend on erosion of the walls as the main
limiting factor.

Pole screens with various thickness were used for
investigation of chamber geometry influence on the
erosion rate. Values of magnetic field, discharge
voltage, mass flow rate and geometry of magnetic
poles did not change,
Using screens with various thickness make it
possible to obtain a approximate data about erosion
variation during the lifetime and to estimate a value
of lifetime "T" by means of known equation
Tda.
T
da.

The main purpose of this part of work was to
study a possibility to operate with a more shorter
discharge chamber - up to limit version with 1-0, and to investigate performance of such thrusters.

It was found, that profiles of eroded wall surfaces
changed depending on discharge chamber geometry
variations. As it is shown in Fig. 2, the region of
maximal erosion rate shifts from internal region of
chamber wall to external part of the wall when a size
"a" is increased (region "A" and "B" in Fig. 2
correspondingly). Value "a"' is decreased with
increasing of size "a", since the discharge chamber
walls become more far from ion beam. But when
erosion rate achieves some lower limit (region "B" in
Fig. 2), value "a" become approximately constant and
there is no significant influence of chamber geometry
on erosion. Thruster efficiency also achieves it's
upper value in region "B". That is why such geometry

Parameters of the thruster with external anode
layer were investigated in experimental models with
various anode diameters - from 55 mm to 150 mm.
Efficiency and range of specific impulse of both
modifications are similar, that is why one model was
used for more detailed study . The bulk of data was
obtained for model with the anode size 55 mm - D-55
model. Nominal operation range of this model is
about 1 - 2 kW. Thruster design allow to modify the
length of discharge chamber from value "I" used in
traditional ALT scheme up to a limit version with
chamber dimension 1- 0.
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Investigation of the plasma potential in vicinity of
the exit plane of the thruster using Langmuir probes
indicated, that zone of ion acceleration is located out
of the structure. It was found that with chamber
length decrease a high voltage plasma area shifts to
external region relative to exit plane of the thruster.
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magnetic poles was measured. Accuracy of
measurement was 0,1 g and 0,01 mm. Stainless steel
was used for pole screens and magnetic poles
material was soft iron. After both runs no zones of
intensive erosion were observed, the value of erosion
was so small that it's value was about accuracy of
used measuring devices. This result is of interest as
compared with traditional thruster parameters. The
value of eroded thickness after such tests in
traditional thruster scheme was about 1 - 2 mm,
Comparison indicates, that erosion rate in the
thruster with external anode layer strictly decreased.
So there is a reasonable chance that in this scheme
required values of lifetime - 5000-10000 hours - can
be reached.

It is necessary to note, that in the scheme with
external anode layer, as in traditional scheme of
accelerators with closed drift of electrons (1), a some
zone with increased magnetic field in discharge
region is required to realize an effective operation
mode. For another cases intensive oscillations lead to
a big losses in efficiency,
Parameters of D-55 with external anode layer is
shown in Fig. 4,5. This results was obtained in a
limit version of the thruster - with chamber length "1"
about zero, and therefore this data present a limit
level of thruster parameters when dimension of
chamber length is decreased. Efficiency of the
traditional scheme is also plotted.

It is necessary to note, that solution of the erosion
problem is also important for stability of the thruster
parameters with time. Stability of discharge chamber
geometry guarantees more stable opration mode, and
this feature is important for flight application .
Conclusion

In this tests accuracy of thrust and mass flow rate
measurement devises was about 3%, pressure in a
vacuum chamber was no more then 0,0001 torr.
Multipurpose hollow laboratory cathode-neutralize
was used, therefore xenon mass flow rate in cathode
and another losses connected with it's operation did
not include in thruster efficiency calculation,

Obtained results allowed to elaborate a new
version of thruster design - with external anode
layer. In this scheme a discharge zone is localized
externally relative to exit plane of the thruster. To
this reason a share accelerated ion beam directly
impinging structural elements of the thruster is
strictly decreased, consequently the erosion of
discharge chamber walls is decreased. Parameters
and operation range of traditional ALT scheme and
thruster with external anode layer are similar.
Therefore the new version of thruster design is
attractive for a long time flight missions.

In the most interesting range of specific impulse
1500 - 2000 s efficiency of thruster with external
anode layer is about 0,5 - 0,6. As compared with
traditional scheme, some differences was found
especially in the range 100 - 200 V. For equal
discharge voltage and mass flow rate some reducing
of the thrust ( of about 5 -10%) in all operation
range was found, but discharge current also
decreased, therefore changes of efficiency is not
significant and it's value is comparable with
efficiency of traditional thruster scheme,

* *
Author thanks all colleagues from Electric
Propulsion Department of Central Research Institute
of Machine Building for their assistance in this work.

Test runs were made to study influence of
chamber length on erosion rate value. Data of erosion
rate in a thruster models with various chamber
length are shown in a Fig. 6, value "Im" is equal to
chamber dimension in traditional ALT scheme.
Measurements were made at the exit points of the
pole screens. This results indicate real decrease of
erosion when scheme with short chamber is used.
Two test runs were made especially to determine
erosion processes in the limit thruster version where
size "I" was about zero. Duration of each runs was of
about 100 h, operation mode - discharge voltage 300
V, thrust about 8 g, thruster efficiency about 0,55.
Weight and thickness of protective screens and
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Stheike of the experiaental anode laYeP
thruster discharge chatber.
1 anode,
2 - chaiber malls ( protective scr'eens),
3 - agaetic poles,
a -value of screen erosion.
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Influence of discharge chasber geometry on
the eosion rate.
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